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But First:But First:
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But First:But First:
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(i.e.- profit)(i.e.- profit)





Good sources of reliable health information can          

be hard to find.  A few rules    A few rules    �� �� �� ��

A: A: Don’t get health information from any 

magazines found/sold at: a grocery store,  

drug store, WalMart/Target, etc. checkout.
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Good sources of reliable health information can          

be hard to find.  A few rules    A few rules    �� �� �� ��

A: A: Don’t get health information from any 

magazines found/sold at: a grocery store,  

drug store, or WalMart/Target/etc. checkout.

B: B: Don’t get health information from ads:   

in newspapers(e.g.-FNPFNP), magazines, radio, in newspapers(e.g.-FNPFNP), magazines, radio, 

TV (especially ads for Rx meds, OTC meds, 

or supplements), –OR– from health-related 

infomercials/ads that say “ask your doctor if 

this medication is right for you”. Many MD’s 

are wined & dined by drug reps pushing new 

Rx meds “better than generics” (They even give MD’s           

free samplesfree samples for patientsfor patients)



Finding “Finding “GoodGood”  ”  
Rx Information       Rx Information       Rx Information       Rx Information       
On The WebOn The Web

(MD’s typically (MD’s typically don’t have don’t have the time)the time)



https://dailymed.nlm.nih.gov/dailymed/https://dailymed.nlm.nih.gov/dailymed/ (there are several others)

a widely used blood pressure Rx



Consider this widely 

used, generic blood 

pressure medication



Have you ever asked your doctor if a particular medication “is right for 

you” and had him sit down with you and go over all of the information in 

the product insert the FDA thinks is important enough that it is included 

with EVERY FULL BOTTLE of medication prescribed for patients to read 

& discuss with their MD’s? Or do you just get an Rx with an insert?



Have you ever asked your doctor if a particular medication “is right for 

you” and had him sit down with you and go over all of the information in 

the product insert the FDA thinks is important enough that it is included 

with EVERY FULL BOTTLE of medication prescribed for patients to read 

& discuss with their MD’s? Or do you just get an Rx with an insert?

Who 

shouldn’t  

use it
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Who 
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Storage 
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In theory, a 

pharmacist 

is supposed 

to able to 

explain this 

stuff to you.  

If you are 

clueless 

don’t throw 

it away, go 

back to the 

pharmacy



Did you know FDA Rules for medication labeling specify Did you know FDA Rules for medication labeling specify --

THERE ARE SITES BETTER THAN PACKAGE INSERTS  THERE ARE SITES BETTER THAN PACKAGE INSERTS  �� ��



hydrochlorothiazide





it says it





If you see more than 

one (1) doctor and 

you don’t keep       

ALLALL your doctors 

informed of ALLALL the 

medications, OTC’s, 

and herbals you take 

YOU NEED TO USE YOU NEED TO USE 

THE APP BELOWTHE APP BELOW

moderate rxn

moderate rxn

minor rxnno interaction



And there are quite a few more



Another potential option if you belong to an HMO like Kaiser, etc.Another potential option if you belong to an HMO like Kaiser, etc.



Another potential option if you belong to an HMO like Kaiser, etc.Another potential option if you belong to an HMO like Kaiser, etc.

hydrochlorothiazide





Check with your healthcare 

provider and/or Prescription 

Coverage Plan to see if they     

have information like this  

available to its members.



Good sources of reliable health information can be 

hard to find.  A few rules continued � �

C:C: Don’t get health information from print or 

electronic media that don’t have dedicated

medical reporters and medical web pages: 

CNN, NBC, CBS, & ABC – NOT Fox!!! Local 

media has cub reporters with little experience media has cub reporters with little experience 

in medical reporting (stick with the majors).

D:D: Don’t look for health info by randomly 

surfing the net. There are some good sites 

BUT 99% are more than useless, they can 

be insidiously and dangerously WRONG!!!



Finding Other Finding Other 
““GoodGood”” HealthHealth Info       Info       ““GoodGood”” HealthHealth Info       Info       

On The WebOn The Web
(i.e.(i.e.-- onon .com.com sitessites ––vsvs--..govgov,, .org,.org, etc.etc. sites)sites)



#1#1 Is there aIs there a wayway toto IDID webweb sitessites where where 
information is information is certifiedcertified to beto be “Good”  “Good”  
thus avoiding dubious web sites?thus avoiding dubious web sites?

((NOTENOTE: : as far as being “as far as being “safesafe” goes, that’s                 ” goes, that’s                 
up to the security software on your computerup to the security software on your computer))

Here is a web site I recommend Here is a web site I recommend �� ��



YES!!!YES!!!YES!!!YES!!!



It’s It’s 

SwissSwiss



ThisThis Seal should be on the Seal should be on the Home PageHome Page of of everevery y websitewebsite you get you get 

information from*.  If not, the information may information from*.  If not, the information may notnot be trustworthy. be trustworthy. 

Health On    

the Net

*You’ll find it on *You’ll find it on MedlinePlusMedlinePlus -- an NLM site I use a LOT an NLM site I use a LOT 

as well as a number of other healthas well as a number of other health--related web sites.related web sites.





http://www.webmd.com/http://www.webmd.com/

http://www.everydayhealth.com/sanjayhttp://www.everydayhealth.com/sanjay--gupta/gupta/

https://www.verywell.com/https://www.verywell.com/



So, how does the HON CODE Seal help me as a consumer of health So, how does the HON CODE Seal help me as a consumer of health 

information?  Isn’t a information?  Isn’t a caveat emptorcaveat emptor mindset enough to protect   mindset enough to protect   

me from all the medical misinformation that is out there?me from all the medical misinformation that is out there?



The HON Code of Conduct for Certified Medical and Health Web SitesThe HON Code of Conduct for Certified Medical and Health Web Sites

Sites awarded the HON Code “Seal” (which should be displayed prominently Sites awarded the HON Code “Seal” (which should be displayed prominently 

on an awardees' website) are expected to display the following traits:on an awardees' website) are expected to display the following traits:

1. Authoritative 1. Authoritative –– Indicate the qualifications of the site’s authors Indicate the qualifications of the site’s authors 

2. 2. ComplementarityComplementarity –– Information should support, not replace, the doctorInformation should support, not replace, the doctor--

patient relationship patient relationship 

3. Privacy 3. Privacy –– Respect the privacy and confidentiality of any personal data Respect the privacy and confidentiality of any personal data 

submitted to an submitted to an awardee’sawardee’s website by a visitorwebsite by a visitorsubmitted to an submitted to an awardee’sawardee’s website by a visitorwebsite by a visitor

4. Attribution 4. Attribution –– Properly cite the source(s) of published information (including  Properly cite the source(s) of published information (including  

dates) found on all medical and health pagesdates) found on all medical and health pages

5. Justifiability 5. Justifiability –– Sites must back up Sites must back up –– i.e. properly document i.e. properly document –– any claims any claims 

made relating to benefits and/or performance of any products offered made relating to benefits and/or performance of any products offered 

6. Transparency 6. Transparency –– Accessible presentations, accurate contact information Accessible presentations, accurate contact information 

7. Financial disclosure 7. Financial disclosure –– Identify any sources of funding supporting the site Identify any sources of funding supporting the site 

8. Advertising policy 8. Advertising policy –– Clearly distinguish advertising from editorial content Clearly distinguish advertising from editorial content 



And, if you run find a website that doesn’t live up to the HON code              And, if you run find a website that doesn’t live up to the HON code              

–– maybe they are displaying the logo fraudulently (it happens) maybe they are displaying the logo fraudulently (it happens) ––

you should report them and your concerns to the “power that be”you should report them and your concerns to the “power that be”





 for simple searches, enter terms here & click “search “for simple searches, enter terms here & click “search “



valerian as a sleep aid  click “search “ and in 1.47 seconds you will get your resultclick “search “ and in 1.47 seconds you will get your result



You can You can 

continue continue 

searching  searching  

HEREHERE



Specialized Specialized 

databasesdatabases



If you want to search  a specialized HON database     If you want to search  a specialized HON database     

(on the left),  click on it, the database will be accessed.  (on the left),  click on it, the database will be accessed.  



hemophilia

You will see this screen showing you the desired You will see this screen showing you the desired 

database and a prompt to enter your  terms in the database and a prompt to enter your  terms in the 

usual search box at the top left.    Click Search,           usual search box at the top left.    Click Search,           

and you will get this result and you will get this result 





If you are feeling If you are feeling 

adventurous adventurous try try 

these out toothese out too



#2#2 Is there aIs there a wayway to tell if the writing to tell if the writing 
in the articles you read is any good       in the articles you read is any good       

-- oror notnot -- thus avoiding poorly thus avoiding poorly 
reported, even potentially     reported, even potentially     reported, even potentially     reported, even potentially     
misleading, medical news?misleading, medical news?

Here is a web site I recommend Here is a web site I recommend �� ��



http://www.healthnewsreview.org/

more on this belowmore on this below

= = = = = more on these below = = = = == = = = = more on these below = = = = =



Sadly, with the exception Sadly, with the exception 

of NBC News, most of the of NBC News, most of the 

articles mentioned here articles mentioned here 

aren’t from publications aren’t from publications 

readily available to the readily available to the 

public, but it’s still worth public, but it’s still worth 

reading the comments.  reading the comments.  

They can give you an idea They can give you an idea 

of the sorts of things you of the sorts of things you 

need to look out for.need to look out for.

click on the article click on the article 

for detailsfor details

NOTE:NOTE: Stories = News Stories Stories = News Stories 

are supposed to provide are supposed to provide 

readers with complete and readers with complete and 

“objective”/unbiased data  “objective”/unbiased data  

NOTE:NOTE: News Releases are   News Releases are   

inherently biased in favor       inherently biased in favor       

of the people who pay the     of the people who pay the     

PR people to write them;    PR people to write them;    

BUT, they still should be BUT, they still should be 

complete and accuratecomplete and accurate



http://www.nbcnews.com/health/health-news/new-drugs-may-stop-migraines-they-start-n724861



http://www.healthnewsreview.org/review/heavy-anecdote-light-evidence-nbc-newss-story-experimental-migraine-drug/

Our Review Summary

This NBC News story looks at a class of migraine drugs under development, which block a molecule 

known as “calcitonin gene-related peptide” (CGRP), and features one patient who is taking one of 

these drugs as part of a clinical trial. Although the story does a nice job defining chronic migraine these drugs as part of a clinical trial. Although the story does a nice job defining chronic migraine 

and describing the epidemiology of the problem, the featured patient story is extreme.

These drugs are not yet FDA approved, but this story makes the assumption that they are effective 

without explaining why.  Much remains to be seen about this new drug class, including the side 

effects and harms – another area that story skimped on.

Why This Matters

Migraine is a common problem and some people who suffer are unable to get relief from typical 

prescription medications. New drug classes are needed, particularly if they can prevent migraine 

from occurring.  However, just because a drug is undergoing clinical trials doesn’t mean it will even 

be FDA approved; and, even if it’s approved, there is no guarantee it’s any safer or more effective 

than current options. That kind of context was missing from this non-skeptical story.



For your own information, For your own information, 

you may want to check out you may want to check out 

these 5these 5--Star Stories Star Stories 
posted on the website.posted on the website.

http://www.healthnewsreview.org/2017/02/5-star-friday-%E2%80%A2-three-pieces-gold/

Dozens of New Cancer Drugs Do Little to Improve Survival, Frustrating Patients               

• by Liz Szabo | Kaiser Health News

When Evidence Says No, but Doctors Say Yes                                                                                  

• by David Epstein of Propublica | co-published by The Atlantic and Propublica

The Heroism of Incremental Care • by Atul Gawande, MD | The New Yorker

There is also an article posted on the usefulness of a cell phone app called “Natural Cycles”   

which is the first to be classified as a “medical device for use in contraception”



We’ve talked in general about finding potentially 

relevant, high quality research articles, BUTBUT--

#3 Is there a way can you tell                     #3 Is there a way can you tell                     
if a if a ssppecific article itselfecific article itselfif a if a ssppecific article itselfecific article itself

is any good or not?is any good or not?



We’ve talked in general about finding potentially 

relevant, high quality research articles, BUTBUT--

#3 Is there a way can you tell                     #3 Is there a way can you tell                     
if a if a ssppecific article itselfecific article itselfif a if a ssppecific article itselfecific article itself

is any good or not?is any good or not?

YESYES, but you’ll need to do            , but you’ll need to do            
a little homework first!a little homework first!



-or- HOW TO BECOME A HEALTH NEWS CRITIC





Even MORE places and ways Even MORE places and ways 
to find reliable health to find reliable health to find reliable health to find reliable health 

informationinformation



#4. Get health information from 
print media sites with dedicated 
medical reporters:N.Y. Times,  

Washington Post, Associated Press, etc.*
(*small town papers (e.g. Frederick News-Post) have small town 

reporters with little background in medicine/health reporting)

Direct Newsfeed - from: Associated Press (AP) – Health
http://hosted.ap.org/dynamic/fronts/HEALTH?SITE=AP&SECTION=HOME

Direct Link – to: New York Times (NYT) - Health News: 
https://www.nytimes.com/section/health/

Direct Link – to what passes for Washington Post Health news:
https://www.washingtonpost.com/lifestyle/wellness/



#4. Get health information from 
print media sites with experienced 

medical reporters:N.Y. Times,  

Washington Post, Associated Press, etc.*
Even then, read all news stories on medical research very carefully.  

Reporters have on occasion gotten carried away by enthusiasm after 

listening to the researchers they’re reporting about and not mention, for 

example, the research was done on rats, NOT people.  Or, important 

facts at the end of an article were deleted by an editor as it was too long. 

[NOTE: findings in studies using rats may/may not be translatable to 

humans; and, even if they are, it takes several years to carry out large 

the clinical trials need to verify results in humans.]



#5  Don’t take “helpful” advice 
from store clerks or helpful 
strangers when shopping for 

CAMproducts in pharmacies, etc.CAMproducts in pharmacies, etc.
(unless they can show you a medical license)

Supplements on drug store shelves are ordered by 

store managers (NOT by pharmacists) with 

the products that customers want and that 

return the highest profits.  Pharmacists have

no input on what’s in the supplement aisle.

ANDAND look for the USP “Seal” � �

I heard that I heard that DIRECTLYDIRECTLY from a pharmacist!!!from a pharmacist!!!






